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FORWARD 
This work into the reason for existence and its symbols was started by the author back in the late 
1970’s as a copy of the Gnostic Gospels and the Nag Hammadi writings came into his hands. He 
had been listening to a radio broadcast about its research and its meaning to Christianity … Later, 
in 1986 he learnt Astrology and its symbols from an old gentleman from Bavaria, Germany who 
taught a special medial Astrology from Alice Bailey. This happened after many years practising 
Energy and Natural Medicine work in his practice in Cologne. This work was supported, for 
example, by an important professor in the field Yoga and Medicine from Bangalore, India and the 
First Lady of Poetry in USA and many others. Astrology is the base for the sacred symbols and 
their use still remains partly a mystery until one senses the connection to Quantum science and 
Yoga linked to natural and social physical forms. The works of the author start to reveal 
something most interesting of this mystery which carry on from Da Vinci’s will to find the roots of 
life and existence and in a way that is deeper than the normal times that he lived in. This means 
like he did is to find its overlapping areas into science, particularly that of Quantum Matrixes and 
Holographics and the quantum nature of our elements on the planet whose roots are cosmic… 
Both these aspects fill the gap between Eastern and Western religions and philosophies which is 
the basis of the study of “Consciousness”, often called Noetics, the knowledge of what existence 
is and its effects in our lives whether as “first generation cultures” or as modern multi-dimensional 
cultural groupings. 
 
The aim is to describe and then find the symbols and their values in and outside of us which 
explain both Prime Existence, as their likeness to Quantum Physics where spiritual experience and 
cultural symbols find ceremonial rights that start to play foundational and so important roles to 
hold rules of nature together lying in different sciences whose boundaries are in us.  These are our 
images as also psychic vibrations and sounds which hold “Universal and Developmental” 
experiences as key reactive ways of living partly there as a magic of our lives. These base rhythms 
and emotional effects of music he reveals on CD’s…. these works including books/pdf’s goes 
further than most explanations as a deeper experience both for social and scientific groups. 
Over years the author has worked together with various scientists and healers who have helped 
to further this work so that it has developed into many thousands of pages of what appear to be 
fundamental explanations in over 10 books…. Please enjoy them….. 
 
We can already start to appreciate this work on a relatively simple level of sensing and 
hearing these symbols in our life as we move around reading and finding experiences that tally 
through his books. The reason for this work, their use, is to expand the senses by knowing how 
they are refined to sense behind our veils of present conscious intent in a way that is clearer. This 
includes the presentation of our work and the consequence of our actions as we move from one 
group and one building to another. We have to come between our animal existence, the wrapped 
up mysteries of life and its boundaries to existence and actual sensing. 
 

A small offering of Music, Art, Poems, Course Material, Fireside reading from the Author is 
shown in the last section “Appendix”. 

 

 The inner sound publishing       Dohmengarten 2,     52385 Nideggen, Germany. 
Tel:  +49 2427 9090158                             www. theinnersound.de  
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INTRODUCTION 
A few words of introduction are necessary to lead into this book because we have to realise why 
we have decided to use Astrology Symbols to describe “Holiness and Sacred” worlds in and 
around us. Likewise there is a necessity to state that this book should be enjoyed as a light that 
looks buoyantly at existence and life. It can be read along but is meant as an introduction to “The 
Inner Sound” workshops and astrology session that unfold roleplaying, “medial exercises” and 
descriptions of mental structures in our physical everyday world where mind take the sense 
perceptions and turn them into art and science depending on the method of social need and 
structure. 
 
Each of us has different aspects of our lives that are “Sacred” as this remains active in our 
subconscious and background environment. Because we are expected in certain parts of society to 
have the “Sacred” around us whether it is in religion or in simple “Beliefs”, whether in family 
and/or our job there are expectations which sometimes we cannot follow even though we are bid 
or even forced to do so but there are different rules at work to “physical sensing”. Certain 
professions and jobs have to follow certain laws but there are differences between these cycles 
and rhythms that we use in the job direct is different to how they should be used in the family and 
in open society. This also goes for what happens when we change our environment from town and 
city to open nature remembering that these come in many different forms; enclosed and open in 
spatial working in a mixture of so-called Developmental and Universal models marking structured 
lines of intent and those coming to a point.  
 
If we look at our reactions simply grounded on those structures around then we shall come to a 
sense where we fight either for a “balance” in our lives or we look for protection within “four 
walls” or with others or we are expected to hunt after “right + wrong” and so law and order is 
often forced. This has to do with what we believe our core and source values are; our Souls. 
Without realising it, it appears they may be based on our “Sun sign” as existential “Genesis” or on 
our fought or learnt “Personal Role” as Alpha energy based coming from the “Hermetic or 
Coherent” areas and symbols that I am about to describe. Remember much of these symbols go 
back into pre-history within human culture where we sensed direct structures in deepest nature 
and so we can describe them as something “Universal” in either their sensing or in their weight on 
our social psyche to follow unconsciously. Much of the material is also found “subconsciously” 
within the descriptions of the “Quantum Matrix”.  
 
The key aspects of the Sacred and so spirituality can be found in the astrological symbols because 
they are rooted within the fact the key planetary values that I have worked on for almost 30 years 
work to build holograms or consciousness cycles from them and other “intellectual” areas like 
music, sound and language marking out core values where nature opens into sub-elements found 
in ourselves. This is where key values like thinking and calculating, feeling and emotional 
understanding as well as being creative and knowing what is “pure” reveal themselves within the 
symbols linked to this holographic mechanism as Quantum Matrix structures as art, symbols and 
music clothe this. All these roots in this Quantum Matrix are linked to the very recognition 
processes of the senses; both conscious and subconscious that create holograms that are based on 
consciousness linked to core nature’s rules called existential or subconscious mechanism, found as 
vertical or horizontal “columns” shown in diagrams, pages 11 + 23-24. 
 
Let us go to the text after Page 68… This is describing something of these processes and their 
foundational uses to groups linked to groupings like nations, families where individuals find home 
or the road to their next meeting consciously. 
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This holds the complete polarity vibrations of existence in their Prime Energy form… 
Whether we are in a protected spiritual place or within Earth’s nature we have access to these 
vibrations within our very selves. At least three aspects should be available to us by choosing 
which of the colours, forms and position open + close us up….  
Please choose your area….                      The Temple also tallies to the Graphics on Page 9 + 10 
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There are twelve aspects of existence that are necessary for conscious life to start so that it 
becomes real and balanced, which is its “goal”. We find this language in the Quantum Matrix and 
the aim is to balance existence out on all the different levels that make it conscious as it finds 
exchange in itself from vibration-reaction-appearance. We should be aware of the principle of 
“Value added” held in the balance of each symbol to reveal its spirit as vibration, emotion as 
reaction and physical form as physical house or mental image or sense of something. There is then 
an exchange between the levels: Soul – spirit – emotion – material < : > vibration – reaction – 
outcome  
It is as simple as thinking and doing as we take our intellectual tools and create! 

   
 
Highest Area of Attainment 
Mental balance to sense + guide 
 
 

 
One,  1,  Saturn,  Capricorn 

                               
 Soul Point… behind “light” 
 
 
The Genesis of existence is light                                                   

Two, 2,   Sun,   Leo 
 

  
 
 
Cosmic Entrance to  
Hermetic Consciousness System 
   

Three,  3,   Mercury,   Aries 
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       Moon node – north 
                          Polarity Change 

 Soul  
                                    Environment + Spirit                      representing  “Horizons” 
 Four,  4,   Jupiter,   Aquarius                                                          
 

   The Meaning of Emotional Intellect: Magnetic Control 
Five,    5,    Venus,     Gemini 
 
 

           
 
 Direction of Energy from  
               Cosmic Forces in “Three” 
 
 
Sense of Emotional Balance can be Voiced 

Six,    6,     Earth,     Sagittarius  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                               Creative Source 
Earth’s spirit. Between Genesis and Earth’s knowledge 

Seven,    7,       Taurus,  Vestra 
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Eight,       8,    Mars,      Scorpio           Physical death                  Moon-node  South 
                                                       - knock-off point between Earth’s spirit + creative death      Polarity change 

Finest of Feeling.  
                                          - Need to be perfectionist 

Nine,        9,       Moon,          Virgo 
 

 
                          Master of the place or creative position 
Ten,     10,      Uranus,         Libra                                                         Earth’s  Soul 

Prime Time Stimulated  
Eleven,    11,    Neptune,  Cancer    Creation Stimulated, elements active in time  

Sense of Time’s Source 
Twelve,     12,         Pluto,       Pisces     Simple + Child-like, Abstract 
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Basic Explanations:  These complete Values above present spirit as flowing vibrational feel, emotion as reaction 
and their material form. These key Symbols represent the separate movements of the Prime SOUL Symbols; point, 
line and circle…. These appear to be “Particles” on the move in a “Vacuum” which are mind body contact can follow. 
These following key symbols can be found adjacent those symbols that combine their movement, as feeling and as 
form that combine with reactive effects taking place to show emotional effects eventually given in their specific sacred 
areas. These are coming to the point, finding horizons, and being at home… Now look around and sense how you and 
others are using these. Are you getting to the point or seeing them journeying over the horizon or they are homely 
circles of influence.        
                          Corresponding to Symbols 2 + 4 + 10… 
These above Symbols are made up of the three layers of existence: 
Most of us know them as sensing something and then reaction which just come but most do not know the slowed 
down “reality – illusion” mechanism of this cycle which is both personal and universal! 
 
Planet as Spirit, vibrational flows….     Sign as Emotions, reaction….  Numbers/Houses as Mental + 
Physical shapes incorporating all levels from holographic images to physical material show themselves as the 
“clothing of the Souls” and other prime symbols like “Foundations”…..  
   
They allow the creation whether sensed physically or as mental belief where “Quantum Matrix” forms separate, core 
values holding Creative, Home ground and Wandering + Yearning as three separate key aspects of existence 
which eventually fall or come forward, ready to be clothed sometimes when we are off guard. These bring conscious 
communications between these separate valued areas above in such a way there is a wish for protection so that 
separate spatial values and their rhythms can be found in a protected space and are designated as a Quantum 
Matrix holding Prime Energy Symbols as revealed within “energy medicine” but often in sacred art and eastern 
mandala art and meditative design….  
 
Where is your protected place?    How do they hold your favourite “symbols”?  
Meanings are found within those feelings and images. Shall we call them Images/Holograms beginning with 
vibrations holding key Emotions? They make us react to similar + dissimilar matches externally held through a sense 
of “Love + Hate” layered in organs and body…? Using breathing we may then fix refined values but there 
again external opposite values can create or displace different spatial “magnetisms”. According to speeds we feel love 
or hate linked to our perceived life too far away or nearby. We should let reaction return back to its Genesis or take 
us on our way. We have to ask which valued symbol creates reactions where we follow nature.  Are we sensing are 
own whims and fancies or some restricted reactive knowledge. Does external sacredness resonating in you? 
 
Exercises: Now concentrate on the above Symbols and see which opens naturally for you. Otherwise quietly state 
their meaning so their Quantum Matrix comes alive as “Image or Sense”. Whether we live in nature with open 
horizons or in the town makes for very different perceptions. This is explained later. Society holds massive 
distinctions between contact to Souls and vibrational values as sensed wished. Many learn how the Creative easily 
earns money as key influence of man. Others look at light and shadow with colour effects or vibrational differences. 
The universal Creative is wrapped up in the wandering values of “life” through seasonal change. Here the artist or 
traveller may look for new ideas or ways of living even though modern business may have to be a mental wanderer as 
we keep going. This business and job protection shows us those facts that ring an area in, holding fixed 
polarity/frequency links to all different key rhythms shown by simply listening to different music and sounds. They 
designate its place in its fixed Quantum Matrix area as valued making it belong universally to itself so we are tools of 
nature. Certain sounds as different words create resonance backing to a certain past position where their Universal 
source fixes them in “Light + Dark”…. Together with their working conscious values they give us our “Sacred” 
values; see Temple graphics. Polarity frequencies are found within Yoga Consciousnesses and Christian Ceremonies, 
denoting the 4 seasons and their way to activate or quieten the body so that we are protected …  
 
There are three polarity values mirrored in deep nature where each of the elements: Fire, Water, Earth and Air trail off. Their 
use shows direct involvement in how free spirit, and so vibration is understood personally or in group recognition. They are 
physically made up of Positive, Negative and Balance polarities working according to their depth or existential spatial reality with 
a vacuum around. See Symbol 3 “Hermetic-Mercury”….  
 
The sense organs are designed to pick up these different frequencies within their certain layers opening their polarities 
and qualities (see page 43). We link this to each organ relating to our used spatial areas which can hold the whole 
spectrum of existence but we use only a part. The organs; where Seeing react to light and colour, or Hearing filters 
back into time’s eons or open Brain function, with lower frequencies is aware in Extreme low frequencies the full 
palette as something “felt”. Each person and culture is opened through experiences in buildings and open nature taking 
in their survival limits in nature. These dictate how we are creative within different frequency bands where the change 
between day + night within different seasons and latitudes affect the senses and so our subconscious physical born 
regulatory lives even stamped in the born elements from the cosmos. Each person is used to certain rhythms at 
certain bodily levels which become theirs in acclimatisation of their culture with others as key…. As there are holes in 
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the natural cycles like the difference between Sun and Moon as existential influences and the Earth-Cosmos raster this 
is not easy to balance between “inner and outer cycles and systems” held together by vibrational resonance effects as 
harmonics. This means an enclosed place with limited echo has natural frequencies showing its own “Sacred” spatial 
positions and meanings according to the balance between Earth’s position, building size and its use; where light, 
shadow and seasonal Earth position play a key role. 

The following numbers 1 to 12 are also found in the same position in 
The Temple – The Church – Sacred natural Places 

 
The diagram represents the flow of the values and symbols between each other. When senses are alive then 
these “static channels” will reveal those very coloured emotions of feelings fiery or feeling cold and alone. 
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                                             polarity direction         

      polarity Soul                

                                                                                                                                            

                         

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                         

                                               
      The Twelve Positions to be explored …. Mentally and physically 
Mentally these are natural intellectual markers to be explained vertically. Physically they are our North-South 
+ East–West directions of our “creative” Earth….      Draw/copy + then go and place the Twelve Symbols 
shown above in a large resonating room…..   On pages 31-32 are their sound values which link to how we 
perceive these sounds-     See also marked diagram page 80. 
Write these alongside their symbols if you like any practical aspect of using a large hall and how we are 
giving the symbols sounds is to find out that even “space + rooms” create psychic effects that open and 
close the body allowing “sense organ” to show what these Quantum Prime Energy levels are Matrix 
Energies. This works down to resonate on smaller cell levels where effects are created that are important for 
our very psychic survival.    Each uses the combinations differently so do not fall over each other…      
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The following is a short description of the “Consciousnesses” which form from the combination of the 
individual symbols so that they start to build known and understandable ways of existence through 
vibrations quite naturally which have space and reflective reaction. These form images and feelings within 
our very senses and bodies as holograms that we react to and they link in reality to the larger physical 
world once experienced as humans and nature react. Rather than any ad hoc, unstable way nature puts 
things together for itself and even for us as seasonal experience it makes for an invitation to use our 
imagination to find out structures that are behind any way the scenes. We come to sense them in what are 
“Static lines”. Here ideas work in “time” and “space” to share needing to be held stably so we sense forms 
physically and mentally. Places generate ideas that can make “sense” when they either just feel right or we 
can see they lead down a way where we use space. Often other’s help from opposite or with similar ideas 
knowing that perspective is only held according to “movement and detail rules” as something different in 
themselves. Then we come to do things and so form cultures as something which have meaning for those 
around according to their movement and standing stance and we each give + take a part with certain real 
value that work within certain areas of a Systemic Consciousness that is slightly different and if used even 
like a weapon to change as happens in politics or in marketing. At first we need to know others conscious 
symbols to check what happens around us so that we can move safely or we can make feelings that have 
secure areas of known rhythms that feel like they have a home in a structured rhythm and each realises the 
other in nature needs to be protected differently within at least one symbol, form and value. They are at 
first linking into each other that they are sequenced coherently to form a conscious feeling we are going to 
show below. Nature has formed its own conscious world and its recognised symbols and beliefs by finding 
what vibrational combinations are holograms in themselves which we in fact take over generations. There 
are ways that pulses have natural movement in the elements around and so create defined space which can 
be known and then fixed for and by us as humans although many others use this in our intellectual forms as 
they are copied of this “Universal”. This mirroring into the other shows as further coherence making a way 
we find our shapes that actually denote meaning that by feeding back into elements and their rhythms we 
find that nature knows what is safe or dangerous. We have to latch on to this right down to an excitement 
of the gene-cell as a remembered timeless process. This works right the way up to the Galactic- macro 
cosmic level where we come to feel our space melts into an endlessness of “death”… 
 
How often do we travel into the horizons and find that what we had looked for mentally comes alive from 
past thoughts but subconsciously it disappear very quickly into thin air as it is reveals by crossing the 
“screens” and vibrational channels of “love or hate” to know where we are? Yet when we have an inkling 
of something known to us then how we have to define which symbols and beliefs are open to us because at 
their “Prime” level they are within Quantum law because we have access only to the vibrational and prime 
physical laws in openness. They make holograms appear in us through our very senses and organs needing 
“electromagnetic + elements” grounding. It is the artist’s approach that should start to use ideas clothed in 
sensed Souls with “Time Values” that denote believed purpose. The sense organs are open vibrationally and 
physically but trapped in nature by using space they inhabit that hold roots by sensing “openly”. 
 

    Time Values 
                   Point   All energy collects to a point like a "Black Hole". No air and no sense, more than burning. 
 
                  Relative  Seeing with great distinction but no contact  to know what's alive or dead. 
 
                  Real        Sense of balanced mind that can be manipulated so it can be very easily stimulated  
                                  from outer environment. 
 

                  Exchange  We have to swallow the existing truth. Cannot be too open with the mind,  
                                      care of stimulation. 
 
               Source    Works on the heart when the area is not prepared. Tied up in knots  
                                 so we have to have space clear and not burning. Just “Be” … 
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These may appear from as simple an imagined line, ring and point; as souls to those “time values” which we 
sense around us or even coming up with the suggestions of these ideas of exchange, being real, coming to 
the point etc. Try reducing your perception to a sense or feeling for simply things. Just by being very still or 
sensing something which makes us elated and happy is very different. In this way, by making ourselves 
emotionally reactive without giving hurt then these symbols between the Souls and the 12 values create 
values that “look back” to find their original meaning. In this way is our normal intellect also the core. We 
should become aware of all our movements together by knowing how they mark themselves on our senses 
because the shape of the organs captures certain frequencies for us linked to how we feel as support or 
not, showing how our environmental spaces around work on us. When they are showing their “Anti” or 
“Pro” vibrational mirror then we can find ourselves giving way or creating a wall; a sign of the Souls and 
then we see how nature creates itself so allowing us to know our “selves” through are channels. We might 
feel as though we are left behind in some strange nature so finding ourselves as observers. In this state we 
are within that Quantum Law and its Matrixes spoken about in our present “new science” descriptions.  
Maybe we can now move from this vibrational mirror; as “Anti” to our “Home” Soul’s mental mirror and 
find ourselves that it is “Yearning” as the horizons now appear to open to us as the Earth revolves in its 
seasons. We should open a thread going back to the vibration of the original first, “creative” Soul without 
collapsing using a refined breathes to sense a “point” of just being. Here we should remember mentally 
where we are up to when our space becomes aware or we look back over the horizon, this is something 
from old Yogi “magic”. We have to realise that the circular shapes, particularly those found in buildings are 
forever changing their sense orientated vibrational position linked to the key “Foundational” values 5 + 6 +  
7 + 1 etc. Even the ever changing seasons move quite slowly and our rhythms may be special to an area 
which is very finely balanced for us. If we find this “creativity” we are deeply involved with it so we should 
perceive the sources according to nature’s seasons or social spaces. Job/family structures appear naturally 
mentally and physically link to certain physically orientation from our minds. If we hold our inhabited areas 
fixed then we may find that our creative cycles are fought over. They belong to our perception of rooms 
and buildings that we have to live and work in which are not protected unless we use in fixed role model. 
This has also to do with mood freezing where senses are used as personal stability according to light and 
shade so as to survive but often using obsessive goals that take over other’s cycles. When groups demand a 
certain authority we have to make a decision to subdue the self. We should realise that in buildings we 
freeze time and so the effects of light using the “esoteric” as fine vibrational focus but where the outer 
Souls + Time Values only work with seasonal effects which lie deeper in our mental perception linked to an 
existential mechanism open to this sacred. Look at businesses changing their product ranges to keep up 
with those competitors around. We make new products to keep up with the times and findings. Yet this 
can cause a great deal of discomfort as these Universal structured slip according to our tension where we 
may lose old favourites. When we have to make changes very fast that do not belong to us then we have to 
find the inner slippage or back out. There is always a duality as sense of security needed to find where the 
Soul + Time Values are even when we bodily have to find emotional belonging for just a moment. They are 
made up of sensing that “being at home” linked to this double bind of an existential “point” of being and 
time-season tunnels for the horizons. We appear we have to follow these partly through others around us 
working together. We start by offering new products linked to new fashions and cultural modes but only to 
those who can go with us so we show that we are able to attract attention whether we can handle it or 

The Time Tunnels above contain our literal sense perception 
work according to show how are perception is open in this 
diagram. The 45° degree line holds the seasons and changing 
polarity tracks where the horizontal, the existential magnetism 
naturally work for us.     See later details …. 
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not. The question is if we are primarily giver or taker! This goes together with the even changing ideas and 
wishes in our dress and behaviour and shows up where we are fully in society by knowing which values + 
symbols we are in as a “Tunnel” effect of the Static channels. This holds which of the “perspective” below 
we are using.…. The following diagrams show that our perception perspectives are fixed for a certain time 
in a certain place according to which of the three Consciousness Systems we are involved with.  
 
Developmental – finding the “Horizons” we are involved with in a multi-dimensional world linked to 
season or mental “hermetic” divisions.  
Universal – knowing where we are protected so as to know consciousness, both mentally and physically 
for ourselves where holographic images are stable.  
Body-Pivot, Culture – the connection between enclosed places and seasonal possibilities found in the 
other two states that create culture… Diagram page 15… 
 
Read also “Appendix” section titled - Practice One + Two… 
This range of three Conscious System types have to do with how nature divides itself into its three aspects 
linked to the Souls. On the existential level we know them within vibrational Quantum Physics laws. They 
link into the very words we use that open holographic images as we feel coherent, understanding what 
others are stating as very profound or light. In daily life it is the system that we use that controls light and 
the very seasons that allow our food to grow out there in nature. Although my first work starts from a 
simple intellectual exercise using music, astrology and colour and elements it appears to link back to inner 
existential nature otherwise we would not be able to remember the very things that we use in our lives on 
a daily basis. Gregg Braden has also found these different parts within our alphabet linking it to the genetic 
cell structure. The switch mechanism shown in Bruce Lipton’s work on the gene-cell switch is the 
Conscious mechanism 12-5 controlling the aging process.  We should remember that the Universal 
Pyramid, where the “numbers + symbols” are found is where the “gene cell” fits into just as our sacred 
buildings to honour the very mechanism over the seasonal and knowledge cycles to show naturally how we 
work with nature. As many systems have 12 values and symbols, whether astrology, music or playing cards 
it was the musical system of the west that is the base of my work to show both symbolism, quantum 
and real or environmental orientated values that work on us to create life as well as death. These 
aspects are only an aspect of these perspectives showing how we use the very “having + being” mechanism.  
 
This is explained more fully later.  

Perspectives              
                                 Intellect                                                                                                 Physical 
                                                                                               Spirit 
      Spirit 
                                                                                                                  Emotion 
                        Emotion 
      Position variable according to season 
                                                      Physical           sky               Humans                              Physical 
                                                                               
                                                                                          
                                                                            building      nature 
                                                                                      
These two diagrams should be seen in relationship to a Universal Pyramid shown on pages 8 + 9 + 10. 
We should realise that the round forms, also as physical spaces are a “sense of being” that bear the 
mark of their own relative being. We need to know their position on Earth so as to function. Here we 
need to know polarity’s position and this comes about when we explore the position methodically. 
Through sight, sensing depth and horizons through clear mental processes they allow us to know what 
we have. This square form bears the need mark a “having” position. We need to know if we are 
mentally open to sense the “Spirit-Intellect” or its material opposite. This means we have a vibrational 
purpose marked out within a given space before anything can happen so these areas gains cultural 
purpose. 
 
When we forget a symbol or concept then it is “dead” on the conscious level. It is not linked, yet it is often 
linked on the existential side because all nature is “linked” when aware of the core and source forms. Even 
though these smaller “holograms of coherence” open when the mental and physical spaces fit through its 
inner vibration we have to be aware... For consciousness to develop there need to be three aspects. Just as 
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we move from three Souls and three aspects of the Value + Symbols we also need to know one of them 
intuitively or through formal education and its use. These are Development- movement, Universal- 
spatial balance, Body-Pivot – reaction. When we wish to be aware of them then we start with 
Developmental. It shows the movement between the layers + horizons that hold values between 
cosmos-sky, nature, buildings and ourselves, including our own internal meridians so as to form holographic 
imaging or senses existing between the body meridians where they join cells, senses, nerve pathways + 
skeletal forms. Then there is Universal which holds fixed rhythms and vibrations so as to define a key 
purpose on an Intelligent and conscious surface where there are walls of intent. These might be in a 
building but can be as large as a Galactic system or the connection between cells, nerves, sense organs-
vibrations + glands-elements. Then these link to Body-Pivot (Culture) as movement is observed so that 
there can be something as key, holding Development and Universal together within the twelve values + 
symbols. They combine to form rhythms of key daily tasks to natural understanding linked between the 
elements and mental processes according to resonance, meridian level. Look for them in our own life by 
knowing how we sense and find beliefs or state them. We can hold their verbal sound patterns through our 
constitution so our mind opens or closes to their meanings naturally according to our tension. Sense the 
importance of a building or room where sounds behave according to the vibrational patterns of past events. 
We have them simply in mentally + physically forms when giving presents or meeting in a café. Images with 
needs seem to support us and others and if we appear empty. Culture, nature and cosmos are pushing and 
pulling us to make ideas ours or to give them further so there is mental and physical balance. The link 
should be the existential cosmic vibrations + earth’s elements. Light-Photons 
 
Movement of Consciousness 
                                                                                                     Universal Macro 

                Body Pivot/Cultural  Esoteric “channel”                 
Light becomes aware when it hits elements i.e. Air + water ….. 

                          Esoteric  “channel”                                                     
Sense Modulation as quarter tone difference                                                              
                                                                                             Sense Modulation 
                       Buildings             Developmental                                               Notes 
                                                                                                Developmental carries “Genes – Vibrations” 

Circles hold Modulation                  Universal Micro                        sheathed in light + colour as Bio photons. 

Cross as Static “X” Being                                                                  Observed as a Cross-section ….      
Dynamic “+” Having                                                                    Body-Pivot opens this as it is open to 
                                                                                                  modulation points. Sensed from above . 
                                                                                                   We identifying the Soul:- “Time Values”   
                                                                                                   create a Relativity and Steady State. 

                                                    Time Values                           Thru Static + Dynamic lines transfer… 
                                                                                               they are the start of layerings in nature which   
                                                                                                                                                we develop clearly over time… ask yourself?          
                                     Body-Pivot: Exoteric                       We should be aware of Transforming…1-7-8 
 

There is illusion because the Developmental becomes aware of itself behind the Universal which in its 
micro form cannot be seen directly but we sense intuitively by making memory work for us to sift fixed 
rhythms + sounds… It is what the senses are aware of, together with the Gene sheath, holding the 
light-colour and elements together so there is a modulation which shows how sounds + vibrations are 
important in our reactions according to family and job cultural environment. This depends on the 
perspective of our senses, depending on their distance of observance. As each person has different sizes 
and shapes in their sense organs then there will be a different illusion. Memory comes from their 
resonance, either remaining flat and uninteresting or excited and even hyped! 
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Particles                                   Gene Cells                  Neuronal networks  

 
Sacred Turtle design         Super Nova                        Effect Magnetic Poles, Radiation, Solar winds 
 
We have to be within the channelled flow along “static lines” which can be mental or physical like 
travelling along a road or opening certain horizons as our senses develop. We come to know how 
to run from a fixed aspect of belief to a developing flow with ideas that make images that link to 
“nature + existence” in and around us often as instant “locational”, quantum energy so we do not 
realise if it is the outer world which was first or not. When they do not make sense we state the 
person is mentally abnormal but in fact the finer body senses can orientate these energies. There 
are those who get it to work with their art or in product design so that it fits a certain place or 
time period because two sides of an existential, vibrational equation create what is socially being 
looked for but it is the same mechanism. This can be classical or way out according to the 
combination of the above values that create symbols that are forever fed to us or given to us as 
warmth, so there is something that can be trusted. 
 

 
The idea of expanding to know our horizon                 or     The idea of focusing on a point …      (see graphics page 8+10) 
This appears in such a way to open the Souls  and so along their “channels” we gain perception where we are and its 
purpose…   

 
These Souls start by certain aspects like “thinking and being talented” produce resonances that 
become consciousnesses… see later consciousness diagrams… They show us a secure way to make 
changes through values, beliefs and symbols that appear just to happen by changing our sensed 
perception. These are fixed by foundation conscious “hologram” symbols that literally are there 
and we react to them at the back of our minds. The Astrological Sacred Symbols are the key to 
how the Quantum Matrix or Prime Energies are working. We learn to protect ourselves by 
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END OF SAMPLE BOOK-    YOU WOULD LIKE TO ORDER? -  PLEASE SEND US AN Email         "THE SACRED SYMBOLS OF CONSCIOUSNESS...."


